
	

 
 
 
 
July 7, 2021 
 
Via Certified Mail 
 
Secretary Deb Haaland    Principal Deputy Director Martha Williams 
U.S. Department of the Interior  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  
1849 C Street, N.W.    1849 C Street, N.W., Room 3331 
Washington, D.C. 20240   Washington, D.C. 20240  
 
Chief Christiansen    Regional Director Noreen Walsh  
U.S. Forest Service    U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Mountain-Prairie Region 
1400 Independence Ave., SW   134 Union Blvd. 
Washington, D.C. 20250   Lakewood, CO 80228 
 
District Ranger Leann Veldhuis  Forest Supervisor Scott Fitzwilliams  
Eagle-Holy Cross Ranger District  White River National Forest  
P.O. Box 190     900 Grand Ave. 
Minturn, CO 81645    Glenwood Springs, CO 81601 
 
Re: Sixty-Day Notice of Intent to Sue the U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service for Violating Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act Regarding the Special 
Use Permit for the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation on the White River 
National Forest 

 
Dear Secretary Haaland, Chief Christiansen, District Ranger Veldhuis, Principal Deputy Director 
Williams, Regional Director Walsh, and Forest Supervisor Fitzwilliams: 
 

In accordance with the sixty-day notice requirement for citizen suits under the Endangered 
Species Act (“ESA”), 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g), you are hereby notified that the undersigned organizations 
intend to bring a civil action against the U.S. Forest Service (“Forest Service”), U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (“FWS”), and the officers and supervisors to whom this letter is directed 
(collectively, the “federal agencies”) for violating Section 7 of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1536, when the 
Forest Service authorized the Special Use Permit (“SUP”) for the Whitney Creek Geotechnical 
Investigation on the White River National Forest. 
 

As described below, the federal agencies have failed to comply with Section 7 of the ESA 
concerning the Forest Service’s SUP that authorizes the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation 
on the White River National Forest. We will file suit on these violations after the 60-day period has 
run unless the violations described in this notice are remedied.  
 

I. LEGAL BACKGROUND 
 

Section 2(c) of the ESA establishes that it is “the policy of Congress that all Federal . . . 
agencies shall seek to conserve endangered species and threatened species and shall utilize their 
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authorities in furtherance of the purposes of” the ESA. 16 U.S.C. § 1531(c)(1). The purpose of the 
ESA is to provide “a program for the conservation of . . . endangered species and threatened 
species” and “a means whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened 
species depend may be conserved.” 16 U.S.C. § 1531(b). In enacting the statute, the plain intent of 
Congress was “to halt and reverse the trend towards species extinction, whatever the cost.” Tennessee 
Valley Authority v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 184 (1978). Under the ESA, federal agencies are obligated “to 
afford first priority to the declared national policy of saving endangered species.” Id. at 188. 
 

To implement this policy, section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires that each federal agency 
consult with FWS (or the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”), as appropriate) to ensure 
that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency is not likely to (1) jeopardize the 
continued existence of any threatened or endangered species or (2) result in the destruction or 
adverse modification of the critical habitat of such species. See 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2). See also Rio 
Grande Silvery Minnow v. Bureau of Reclamation, 601 F.3d 1096, 1105 (10th Cir. 2010) (citing Nat’l Ass’n of 
Home Builders v. Defenders of Wildlife, 551 U.S. 644, 667 (2007)) (“Section 7(a)(2) imposes both a 
procedural and a substantive obligation on federal agencies.”). In fulfilling the consultation 
requirement “each agency shall use the best scientific and commercial data available.” Id. Jeopardy 
results when it is reasonable to expect, “directly or indirectly,” that the action would appreciably 
reduce “the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing 
the reproduction, numbers, or distribution of that species.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.02. Adverse 
modification is defined as “a direct or indirect alteration that appreciably diminishes the value of 
critical habitat for the conservation of a listed species.” Id.  
 

The ESA’s consultation requirement applies “to all actions in which there is discretionary 
Federal involvement or control.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.03. Agency actions requiring consultation are 
broadly defined by regulation to mean “all activities or programs of any kind authorized, funded, or 
carried out, in whole or in part, by Federal agencies” and include “actions directly or indirectly 
causing modifications to the land, water, or air.” Id. § 402.02.  
 

For federal actions, the action agency must request from the FWS a determination of 
whether any listed or proposed species “may be present” in the area of the proposed action. 16 
U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1). If listed or proposed species may be present, the action agency must prepare a 
biological assessment to determine whether the listed species may be affected by the proposed 
action. Id.; 50 C.F.R. § 402.12. In a biological assessment, the action agency describes the proposed 
action to FWS and evaluates its potential effects on listed species and their designated critical 
habitats. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1); 50 C.F.R. §§ 402.02 (defining “biological assessment”), 402.12. If 
the action agency determines that its proposed action “may affect” any listed species, the agency 
must engage in “formal consultation” with FWS. 50 C.F.R. § 402.14. 
 

The threshold for a “may affect” determination is very low. See 51 Fed. Reg. 19,926, 19,949 
(June 3, 1986) (explaining that “may affect” broadly includes “[a]ny possible effect, whether 
beneficial, benign, adverse or of an undetermined character”). Under the Fish and Wildlife Service 
Consultation handbook, the “may affect” threshold is met if “a proposed action may pose any 
effects on listed species or designated critical habitat.” U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv. & Nat’l Marine 
Fisheries Serv., Endangered Species Consultation Handbook: Procedures for Conducting Consultation and 
Conference Activities Under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, page xvi (1998) (emphasis in original). 
The regulations implementing the ESA require an examination of the potential effects of the action, 
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which are defined as “all consequences to listed species or critical habitat that are caused by the 
proposed action, including the consequences of other activities that are not caused by the proposed 
action” and effects that “may occur later in time” or “occurring outside the immediate area involved 
in the action.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.02. Therefore, an agency must consult in every situation except when 
a proposed action will have “no effect” on a listed species or critical habitat. 

 
If the action agency concludes in a biological assessment that the activity is not likely to 

adversely affect the listed species or adversely modify its critical habitat, and FWS concurs with that 
conclusion in a letter of concurrence, then the consultation is complete. 50 C.F.R. §§ 402.12, 
402.14(b). If, however, the action agency determines that the activity is likely to adversely affect the 
listed species or its critical habitat, then FWS completes a biological opinion to determine whether 
the activity will jeopardize the species or result in destruction or adverse modification of critical 
habitat. Id. § 402.14. If FWS determines that an action will jeopardize the species or adversely 
modify critical habitat, it may propose reasonable and prudent alternative actions intended to avoid 
such results. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(3)(A); 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(g)(5). 
 

However, an agency’s Section 7 duties do not end with the issuance of a biological opinion. 
Once consultation is complete, the agencies have a duty to ensure that it remains valid. To this end, 
an agency must re-initiate consultation if certain “triggers” occur. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16. The ESA’s 
implementing regulations require the Forest Service to re-initiate consultation where discretionary 
Federal involvement or control over the action has been retained or is authorized by law and:  
 

(a) If the amount or extent of taking specified in the incidental take statement is exceeded;  
 
(b) If new information reveals effects of the action that may affect listed species or critical 
habitat in a manner or to an extent not previously considered;  
 
(c) If the identified action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect to the 
listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in the biological opinion; or  
 
(d) If a new species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the 
identified action. 
 

50 C.F.R. § 402.16. 
 
 After consultation is initiated or reinitiated, ESA Section 7(d) prohibits the agency or any 
permittee from “mak[ing] any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources” toward a 
project that would “foreclos[e] the formulation or implementation of any reasonable and prudent 
alternative measures . . . .” 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d). The 7(d) prohibition “is in force during the 
consultation process and continues until the requirements of section 7(a)(2) are satisfied.” 50 C.F.R. 
§ 402.09. 
 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
 
A. Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation 2021 Special Use Permit. 
 

On March 22, 2021, District Ranger Leanne Velduis issued a Decision Memo and Special 
Use Permit Authorization for the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Project. The Decision Memo 
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authorizes Geotechnical Investigations that are needed to evaluate the feasibility of constructing a 
new dam and reservoir in the Homestake Valley within the White River National Forest. Threatened 
Canada lynx, Greenback cutthroat trout, and Ute Ladies’-tresses orchid, and endangered bonytail 
chub, Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, and razorback sucker exist in or downstream from 
the project area. The activities proposed as part of the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation 
and interrelated actions will affect many of these species. 
 
B. Greenback Cutthroat Trout. 
 

FWS originally listed the greenback cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki stomias) as endangered 
in 1967 under the Endangered Species Preservation Act of 1966. 32 Fed. Reg. 4001 (March 11, 
1967). In 1978, FWS down-listed the greenback cutthroat trout to threatened. 43 Fed. Reg. 16,343 
(April 18, 1978) (“Listing of the Greenback Cutthroat Trout as a Threatened Species”). As part of 
that listing decision, FWS prepared an environmental assessment under the National Environmental 
Policy Act. Id. at 16,344. The original distribution of the greenback cutthroat trout was the 
headwaters of South Platte and Arkansas River basins in Colorado. Id. at 16,344. 

 
FWS determined that extirpation of greenback cutthroat trout was due to competition and 

hybridization with introduced trout and loss and degradation of habitat from mining, logging, 
grazing, and irrigation projects. 43 Fed. Reg. at 16,344. At the time of listing, FWS identified the 
introduction of non-native trout within the range of the greenback cutthroat trout as the most 
serious threat to its continued existence. Id. FWS also noted that “habitats on public lands appear to 
be safe from degradation” but that “[w]aters on private land . . . continue to be threatened by habitat 
destruction due to logging, mining, grazing, or water development projects.” Id. 

 
In 2005, FWS announced it was initiating a 5-year review of greenback cutthroat trout to 

ensure the listing classification was accurate. 70 Fed. Reg. 74,030 (Dec. 14, 2005) (“Initiation of a 5-
Year Review of Greenback Cutthroat Trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii stomias)”). In 2016, FWS again 
announced it was initiating a 5-year status review of the greenback cutthroat trout. 81 Fed. Reg. 
33,698 (May 27, 2016). Based on information available to us, the most recently completed 5-year 
status review was finalized on October 12, 2018 and recommended no change to the current 
classification of threatened. See U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Colorado Field Supervisor Drue L. 
DeBerry, 5-Year Review Short Form (Oct. 12, 2018) (attached as Exhibit 1).1 

 
Based on genetic studies conducted by the University of Colorado (Metcalf et al. 2007; 

Metcalf et al. 2012),2 and subsequent meristic studies conducted by Colorado State University 

                                                
1 FWS’s list of species proposed for status change or delisting does not include the greenback cutthroat trout. See U.S. 
Fish & Wildlife Service, ECOS Environmental Conservation Online System, Species Reports, Listed Species, Proposed 
for Status Change or Delisting Species, available at https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/report/species-listings-proposed-change-
delisting (last accessed June 10, 2021). 
2 Metcalf, J.L., V.L. Pritchard, S.M. Silvestri, J.B. Jenkins, J.S. Wood, D.E. Cowley, R.P. Evans, D.K. Shiozawa and A.P. 
Martin. 2007. Across the great divide: genetic forensics reveals misidentification of endangered cutthroat populations. 
Molecular Ecology 16: 4445-4454; Metcalf, J.S., S.L. Stowell, C.M. Kennedy, K.B. Rogers, D. McDonald, J. Epp, K. 
Keepers, A. Cooper, J.J. Austin and A.P. Martin. 2012. Historical stocking data and 19th century DNA reveal human-
induced changes to native diversity and distribution of cutthroat trout. Molecular Ecology 21: 5194-5207. 
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(Bestgen et al. 2013),3 the 2018 status review determined that only one greenback cutthroat trout 
population remained in existence in Bear Creek near Pikes Peak in El Paso County, Colorado. Id. It 
concluded that other cutthroat trout populations east of the Continental Divide in Colorado actually 
represented populations that had been stocked from the western slope and were not greenback 
cutthroat trout. Id. As future actions, FWS recommended a recovery outline expected for November 
2018, a Species Status Assessment in 2022, a draft revised recovery and 5-year review in 2023, and a 
final revised recovery plan in 2024. Id. Greenback cutthroat trout continue to be protected as 
threatened under the ESA wherever found. 
 
C. Canada Lynx and Lynx Habitat. 
 

In 2000, FWS listed Canada lynx as threatened with extinction under the ESA in part of its 
range. 65 Fed. Reg. 16,052 (March 24, 2000). It identified the inadequacy of existing regulatory 
mechanisms, specifically the lack of guidance for conservation of lynx and lynx habitat in Forest 
Plans and Bureau of Land Management Resource Management Plans as the primary threat to the 
species. Id. at 16,052-16,086. The FWS published a clarification of findings in 2003, determining that 
threatened species designation was appropriate for the lynx. 68 Fed. Reg. 40,076 (July 3, 2003).  
 

Lynx in the contiguous United States may exist as several smaller, effectively isolated 
populations. The primary factor driving lynx behavior and distribution is the distribution of 
snowshoe hare, their primary prey. Metapopulation stability depends on habitat quality and 
successful dispersal between isolated habitat patches. The likelihood of subpopulation persistence 
declines with increasing fragmentation and isolation. Maintaining habitats to provide for dispersal 
movements and interchange among individuals and subpopulations may be the most important 
provision for maintenance of population viability in the Lynx Conservation Assessment and Strategy 
(LCAS).4  

 
The FWS’s 2005 Recovery Outline for lynx identified core, secondary, and peripheral areas 

based on lynx occupancy, reproduction, and use as documented by historical and current records. 
Six core areas and one provisional core area (the Southern Rockies, including Colorado and 
southern Wyoming), were identified in the lower 48 states to indicate where long-term persistence of 
lynx had been documented and are important for lynx recovery (see U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
2005 Recovery Outline, page 21): 

                                                
3 Bestgen, K.R., K.B. Rogers, and R. Granger. 2013. Phenotype predicts genotype for lineages of native cutthroat trout 
in the Southern Rocky Mountains. Final Report to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Colorado Field Office, Denver Federal 
Center (MS 65412), Denver, CO. Larval Fish Laboratory Contribution 177. 
4 Interagency Lynx Biology Team (ILBT), Canada lynx conservation assessment and strategy (3d ed. 2013), 
Forest Service Publication R1-13-19 (hereafter “LCAS”). The LCAS continues to fulfill important roles in 
promoting conservation of the species on federal lands. Id. at 4.  
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The provisional core area in the Southern Rockies (number 7 in Figure 1, above) was 

identified because it contains a reintroduced population. Between 1999 and 2006, Colorado Parks 
and Wildlife (“CPW”) released 218 lynx from Canada and Alaska to reestablish a viable self-
sustaining lynx population in the state. CPW now estimates that Colorado is home to 150 to 250 
individual lynx. See U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Homestake Water Project Partners Whitney 
Reservoir Geotechnical Investigation Project Biological Assessment, Eagle-Holy Cross Ranger 
District, White River National Forest (Sept. 2020) (hereafter “BA”) (attached as Exhibit 2), page 15. 
However, because Colorado’s population of lynx historically was unable to support a persistent 
resident population, is relatively isolated from other lynx populations, has naturally fragmented 
habitat and hosts generally very low hare densities, and has a lower proportion of females producing 
kittens and low kitten survival, it is likely to be extirpated by 2050 or 2100. See U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Serv., Species Status Assessment for the Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis) Contiguous U.S. Distinct Population 
Segment (2017), page 9.  

 
All national forests in the southern Rockies adopted the Southern Rockies Lynx Amendment 

(“SRLA”) in 2008 to implement protections for lynx habitat. The SRLA divided lynx habitat on the 
Forest into Lynx Analysis Units (“LAUs”), which approximate the size of the home range of a 
female lynx to represent the area and resources needed to support a lynx family. LAUs are meant to 
facilitate analysis and monitoring of the effects of management actions on lynx habitat. All national 
forests subject to the SRLA, including the White River National Forest, are considered “occupied” 
by lynx. See BA at 15. Canada lynx is known to occur in the action area. Id. at 17. The project area 
crosses mapped lynx habitat within the Holy Cross LAU. Id.  
 

The Canada lynx conservation assessment and strategy (3d ed. 2013) (“LCAS”) divided 
threats to lynx and lynx habitat into two tiers: those that have the potential to negatively affect lynx 
populations and habitat, and those that may affect individual lynx but are not likely to have a 
substantial effect on lynx populations and lynx habitat. The first tier includes climate change, 
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vegetation management, wildland fire, and habitat loss and fragmentation. The second tier includes 
incidental trapping, recreation, minerals and energy exploration and development, illegal shooting, 
backcountry roads and trails, and domestic livestock grazing. 

 
Access roads and heavy construction equipment may impact Canada lynx in numerous ways, 

including but not limited to habitat fragmentation, displacement, noise disruption, vehicle collision, 
and inviting new and increased human access and use into an area of the forest. Habitat 
fragmentation occurs when roads and motorized use displaces lynx from its habitat and impair lynx 
movement and habitat connectivity. Because boreal forests along the southern part of lynx range are 
inherently patchier, any additional impact from human actions is exponentially greater. 
Fragmentation can result in a reduction in snowshoe hare habitat and thus snowshoe hare densities 
and use by lynx (Koehler 1990a, Mowat et al. 2000). Forest roads can also become sources of lynx 
mortality at high traffic volumes and speeds. 
 
D. ESA Consultation Process. 
 

On June 3, 2020, the Forest Service requested a list of threatened and endangered species 
that may be present in the action area from FWS. BA at 13. The Forest Service states that Table 3 in 
its biological assessment includes species and designated critical habitat to be considered for projects 
located on the Eagle-Holy Cross Ranger District of the White River National Forest, or that are 
located downstream of the project area and could be potentially affected. Id. (“Table 3. Federally 
listed threatened and endangered species potentially occurring in the action area.”). 

 
In September 2020, the Forest Service completed a biological assessment for the Whitney 

Reservoir Geotechnical Investigation that determined the project may affect but is not likely to 
adversely affect Canada lynx and lynx habitat. It also determined the project will have “no effect” on 
all other federally listed threatened or endangered species potentially occurring in the action area: 
Mexican spotted owl, bonytail chub, Colorado pikeminnow, greenback cutthroat trout, humpback 
chub, razorback sucker, and Ute ladies’-tresses orchid. See BA at 13-14, Table 3. The Forest Service’s 
September 2020 letter requested concurrence from FWS on these determinations through informal 
consultation. 
 

Based on information available to us, FWS concurred with the Forest Service’s “May Affect, 
But Not Likely to Adversely Affect” determination for Canada lynx. The cover letter to the 
biological assessment written from the Forest Service to FWS includes a stamp from FWS indicating 
“CONCUR NOT LIKELY TO ADVERSELY AFFECT.” See Exhibit 2, page 1. The stamp 
includes a tracking number: “FWS TAILS No. 06E24100-2020-I-0464.” Id. There is no written 
explanation or rationale for the stamp. Also, there is no information related to the FWS’s response 
to the Forest Service’s “no effect” determination for all other federally listed species.  
 

III. ESA VIOLATIONS 
 
A. The federal agencies’ analyses rely on a flawed scope of the proposed action, and 

thereby omit consideration of relevant direct and indirect effects. 
 

The Forest Service’s and FWS’s conclusions improperly rely on flawed assumptions and 
improper omissions about the scope of the proposed action and effects of the action. As a result, 
the agencies’ analyses fail to consider direct and indirect impacts that will result from the action. 
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Under FWS’s regulations, a “[b]iological assessment” includes “the evaluation [of] potential 

effects of the action” on “listed and proposed species and designated and proposed critical habitat 
that may be present in the action area.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.02. The regulations define “action area” as 
“all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the Federal action and not merely the immediate 
area involved in the action.” Id. “Effects of the action” are defined as “all consequences to listed 
species or critical habitat that are caused by the proposed action, including the consequences of 
other activities that are caused by the proposed action.” Id. In addition, “[a] consequence is caused 
by the proposed action if it would not occur but for the proposed action and it is reasonably certain 
to occur.” Id. “Effects of the action may occur later in time and may include consequences occurring 
outside the immediate area involved in the action.” Id. The biological assessment must also consider 
the action’s “cumulative effects” which “are those effects of future State or private activities . . . that 
are reasonably certain to occur within the action area.” Id.  

 
Here, because the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation is part of the larger Homestake 

Valley reservoir and joint use water project in the Upper Eagle River basin, and the Investigation 
depends on this larger action for its justification, the scope of analysis under the ESA should have 
included consequences of the reservoir and joint use water project. The dam and reservoir will not 
occur but for the proposed geotechnical surveys, and the dam and reservoir are reasonably certain to 
occur. Effects from the dam and reservoir should have been considered as consequences from the 
proposed geotechnical surveys, even though these effects may occur later in time and may include 
consequences occurring outside the immediate area involved in the action. 

 
The Forest Service’s Decision Memo states the geotechnical investigations it authorized “are 

needed to evaluate the feasibility of constructing a new dam and reservoir in the Homestake Valley 
within the White River National Forest.” See Decision Memo at 1. The project proponents, city of 
Aurora and Colorado Springs Utilities (Homestake Partners), are partners to a 1998 Eagle River 
Memorandum of Understanding (ERMOU). Id. The ERMOU states an objective to develop a joint 
use water project in the Upper Eagle River basin to provide an annual yield of 30,000 acre-feet (AF). 
Id. The Forest Service states that to meet a portion of that 30,000 AF desired annual yield, 
Homestake Partners are evaluating multiple reservoir sizes with potential storage capacities between 
6,850 and 20,000 AF within the Homestake Valley. Id. The geotechnical investigations authorized by 
the Forest Service’s SUP will provide feasibility information for four potential reservoir sites within 
the Homestake Valley. Id. But for the larger Homestake Valley reservoir, the geotechnical 
investigations would not be necessary. The geotechnical investigations are a necessary part of the 
Homestake Valley reservoir project and depend on the reservoir for their justification. Because the 
Homestake Valley reservoir project may not proceed without the results of the geotechnical surveys, 
the consequences from the reservoir project would not occur but for the proposed surveys. In light 
of the agreements and actions by project proponents, city of Aurora and Colorado Springs Utilities, 
and the needs identified in the 1998 ERMOU, the reservoir project is reasonably certain to occur. 

 
Map of the project location, including proposed boring locations and relation to National 

Forest Roadless Area from page 11 of the BA, Figure 2: 
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As consequences of other activities that are caused by the proposed action, the Forest 
Service should have analyzed the effects of the Homestake Valley reservoir in its biological 
assessment along with the consequences of the geotechnical investigations. But the Forest Service 
improperly segmented its analysis in the biological assessment to focus solely on the effects from the 
geotechnical investigation. See BA at 2 (stating “[t]he proposed action for the proposed project is 
limited to geophysical survey and subsurface exploration as described below; any future construction 
phases of the Eagle River Joint Use Water Project will be subject to future environmental analysis 
and additional permitting requirements and are not part of the current proposed action.”).5 The 
project area includes geophysical survey locations, boring locations, and access roads to the borings. 
BA at 2. 
 

The Forest Service improperly defers analysis of the proposed construction projects of the 
Eagle River Joint Use Water Project to future environmental analysis. The effects of the joint use 
water project and reservoir may be later in time, but are still reasonably certain to occur and can be 
meaningfully evaluated at this point. For example, the Forest Service states that the purpose and 
need for this geotechnical investigation proposal is to obtain factual data necessary to identify and 
evaluate feasible reservoir alternatives. BA at 4 (noting that the proposed subsurface explorations 
will provide valuable information regarding the suitability of the Homestake Valley area for potential 
future reservoir development). Thus, the proposed action of a reservoir is reasonably foreseeable 
and should have been evaluated in the biological assessment. 

 
By improperly limiting its analysis to the geotechnical surveys and omitting impacts from the 

reasonably foreseeable reservoir, the Forest Service failed to consider “effects of the action” in its 
biological assessment in violation of the ESA. 16 U.S.C. § 1536. The Forest Service’s actions are 
thus arbitrary, capricious, and not in accordance with the law under the APA. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). 
To the extent the FWS’s conclusions related to the effects of the Whitney Creek Geotechnical 
Investigation rely on the Forest Service’s flawed scope of analysis, FWS’s conclusions are also 
arbitrary, capricious, and not in accordance with the ESA. 16 U.S.C. § 1536; 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). 
This is a significant violation of the ESA. 
 
B. The Forest Service’s “no effect” determination for greenback cutthroat trout is 

flawed, and the agency should have prepared a biological assessment. 
 

To facilitate compliance with section 7(a)(2) of the ESA, the Forest Service was required to 
request from FWS “whether any species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in 
the area of” the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1). The ESA directs 
that if FWS “advises, based on the best scientific and commercial data available, that such species 
may be present,” the Forest Service “shall conduct a biological assessment for the purpose of 
identifying any endangered species or threatened species which is likely to be affected by such 
action.” Id. Because greenback cutthroat trout may be present in the project area, greenback 
cutthroat trout are listed as threatened under the ESA, and the project may affect greenback 
cutthroat trout, the Forest Service’s “no effect” determination is arbitrary and capricious. 
 

                                                
5 See also Decision Memo at 3 (describing the project activities as: a pedestrian geophysical survey along two 2,500-foot 
survey lines, subsurface exploring (boring) at 10 locations along there out of four alternative reservoir dam alignments 
and temporary access road construction and reclamation along a total of 2,693 linear feet of disturbed area to access the 
bore sites, all of which will last 6 to 10 weeks). 
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Here, the Forest Service requested a list of any threatened or endangered species that may be 
present in the action area from FWS. Based on information provided by FWS, the Forest Service 
identified threatened greenback cutthroat trout and its suitable habitat as known or suspected to be 
present in the action area. See BA at 14, Table 3. Yet the Forest Service states that it eliminated 
greenback cutthroat trout from further analysis for two reasons: 
  

The green lineage cutthroat trout is no longer protected under the ESA for the 
following reasons: (1) the genetic identity of the greenback cutthroat trout is 
different from the green lineage cutthroat trout and the Colorado River cutthroat 
trout, and (2) the protected greenback cutthroat trout occurs in the South Platte 
River drainage but not in the Upper Colorado drainage (Service 2020b).  

 
BA at 14, Table 3. In a footnote to Table 3, the Forest Service further explains that:  
 

More recent genetic and meristic (physical measurement) studies have clarified the 
situation involving imputed [ ] greenbacks in West Slope streams and provided 
evidence of six historical native lineages of native trout in Colorado (Metcalf et al. 
2012; Bestgen et al. 2019). These studies identified the greenback as occurring in the 
South Platte River system, the Blue Lineage in the Yamp-White River system, and an 
extinct lineage in the San Juan River system. Additional studies clarified further the 
genetic, taxonomic, and evolutionary relationship of the five identified 
strains/subspecies of native cutthroat trout in Colorado. Genetic analysis of 
cutthroat trout populations on the WRNF indicates that Green Lineage cutthroats 
are more common on the WRNF than was initially believed. The Service is no longer 
treating the Green Lineage cutthroat as threatened (Service 2020b). 

 
BA at 14-15, FN *. 
 

The Forest Service’s rationale for eliminating greenback cutthroat trout from analysis in the 
biological assessment is not rationally connected to the facts in the record. The agency’s statement 
that “green lineage cutthroat trout is no longer protected under the ESA” appears to assume, 
without supporting evidence or data, that greenback cutthroat trout or its suitable habitat do not 
exist in the action area. The Forest Service and FWS do not provide any data or best available 
science in the biological assessment showing that greenback cutthroat trout are not present in the 
project area. To the contrary, in the very same Table 3 of the Biological Assessment, the Forest 
Service’s own information–based on information from FWS–states that greenback cutthroat trout 
and its suitable habitat is known or suspected to be present in the action area. The Forest Service’s 
conclusion is thus not rationally connected to the information in the record.  

 
Nothing in the FWS’s listing decisions for greenback cutthroat trout identifies green lineage 

cutthroat trout as “no longer protected under the ESA” as the Forest Service asserts. FWS may 
“delete a species or critical habitat, change the listed status of a species, revise the boundary of an 
area designated as critical habitat, or adopt or modify special rules . . . applied to a threatened species 
only in accordance with the procedures of this part.” 50 C.F.R. § 424.10. To the extent the Forest 
Service relies on FWS “no longer treating the Green Lineage cutthroat as threatened,” that reliance 
is misplaced. As explained more fully in the next section, FWS failed to comply with its own 
regulations in deciding to no longer treat the Green Lineage cutthroat as threatened. See, e.g., 50 
C.F.R. §§ 424.10, 424.16 (requiring, inter alia, public notice in the Federal Register). 
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Greenback cutthroat trout is currently listed as threatened under the ESA, and protected 

wherever it is found. See 43 Fed. Reg. 16,343; Exhibit 1. Because the Forest Service and FWS 
identified greenback cutthroat trout and its suitable habitat as known or suspected to be present in 
the action area, the Forest Service should have prepared a biological assessment analyzing effects 
from the project to greenback cutthroat trout. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1). In not preparing a biological 
assessment, the Forest Service ignored the best scientific and commercial data available and failed to 
consider relevant factors, including the direct and indirect effects on greenback cutthroat trout. The 
Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation, including its direct and indirect effects, may affect 
greenback cutthroat trout. Because any possible effect triggers at a minimum a “may affect” 
determination,6 the Forest Service’s “no effect” determination without any analysis of effects as a 
rational basis is arbitrary and capricious.  
 

By failing to consult, the Forest Service failed to consider impacts from the geotechnical 
investigation to water quality that is crucial to imperiled fish species like the greenback cutthroat 
trout. Instead, it relied on conclusory statements with no rational basis in downplaying the effects of 
the project. For example, the Forest Service concluded the proposed action aligns with the 2002 
White River Forest Plan components, but provides no rational basis for its conclusions. These plan 
components include but are not limited to:  
 

• Goal 1 Ecosystem Health is to “[p]romote ecosystem health and conservation using a 
collaborative approach to sustain the nation’s forests, grasslands, and watersheds.” BA at 6. 

• Objective 1a is to “[i]mprove and protect watershed conditions to provide the water quality 
and quantity and soil productivity necessary to support ecological functions and intended 
beneficial uses.” Id.  

• Strategy 1.a.3 is to “[a]nnually identify priority watersheds for improvements in water quality 
and watershed condition and designate watersheds for special protection of human health, 
public use, and aquatic ecosystem values” and “[w]here appropriate, prioritize watersheds for 
treatment in collaboration with federal, state, tribal, and private landowners.” Id. 

• Objective 1e is to “[w]ork cooperatively with individuals, organizations, and local, state, 
tribal, and other federal agencies to promote ecosystem health and sustainability across 
landscapes.” Id. at 7. 

 
It is unclear how geotechnical surveys could be considered consistent with these forest plan 

components because the biological assessment provides only a cursory explanation of consistency. 
See BA at 22, Table 7. The Forest Service fails to provide a rational explanation for how the 
geotechnical investigation activities are consistent with the forest plan components, including but 
not limited to: seismic survey to test the proposed dam alignments; drilling 10 borings along four 
exploratory dam alignments over the course of six weeks with the use of a drill rig, utility terrain 
vehicle, and skid steer—including driving through Homestake Creek and water removal from 
Homestake Creek for the rotary drilling; and maintenance or creation of access routes with a 
bulldozer or excavator. See BA at 4-6. In addition, there is no discussion or explanation for how the 
dam in this location will be consistent with the plan components. 
 

                                                
6 51 Fed. Reg. 19,926, 19,949 (June 3, 1986) (explaining that “may affect” broadly includes “[a]ny possible effect, 
whether beneficial, benign, adverse or of an undetermined character”). 
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The Forest Service violated the ESA in reaching a “no effect” determination regarding 

effects from the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation to greenback cutthroat trout, and by 
failing to prepare a biological assessment even though threatened greenback cutthroat trout may be 
present in the project area. 16 U.S.C. § 1536. These actions are arbitrary, capricious, and not in 
accordance with the law under the APA. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). The Forest Service’s unlawful “no 
effect” determination and failure to prepare a biological assessment to analyze effects to greenback 
cutthroat trout from the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation is a significant violation of the 
ESA. 
 
C. FWS’s failure to consult with the Forest Service regarding greenback cutthroat trout 

is arbitrary and capricious. 
 

The ESA directs each federal agency to consult to ensure its actions are “not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species . . . .” 16 U.S.C. 
§ 1536(a)(2) (emphasis added). See also 50 C.F.R. § 402.12(a) (explaining a biological assessment shall 
evaluate the potential effects of the action on listed and proposed species” to “determine whether 
any such species or habitat are likely to be adversely affected by the action”). Thus here, FWS also 
has a substantive duty to ensure the geotechnical investigations are not likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of listed species, including the threatened greenback cutthroat trout. Because 
FWS did not consult regarding the effects of the project on greenback cutthroat trout, and because 
the rational provided by the Forest Service for its “no effect” determination improperly relies on 
false assumptions about the status and occurrence of the listed species, FWS violated the ESA. 

 
As noted above, the Forest Service rationalized eliminating greenback cutthroat trout from 

further analysis based on its assertions that the genetic identity of the greenback cutthroat trout is 
different from the green lineage cutthroat trout and the Colorado River cutthroat trout, and the 
greenback cutthroat trout does not occur in the Upper Colorado drainage. See BA at 14, Table 3. 
The Forest Service cites to an FWS document from the Moffat Project to show that FWS is no 
longer treating the Green Lineage cutthroat as threatened. Id. n.* (referring to U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (Service). 2020b. USACE Moffat Project 2020-F-0086 regarding Green Lineage Cutthroat 
Trout. TAILS: 06E24000-2020-F-0086. April 17). That document is a letter dated April 17, 2020 
from FWS to the Army Corps of Engineers and Federal Energy Regulatory Committee, in which 
FWS states it no longer considers the green lineage cutthroat trout to be protected under the ESA. 
See Case No. 1:18-cv-03258-MSK, ECF No. 37-1 (attached to this notice letter as Exhibit 3). FWS 
states that green lineage cutthroat trout is a new lineage of cutthroat trout based on the 2012 Metcalf 
genetic studies and 2013 and 2019 Bestgen meristic studies. Id. There are at least two problems with 
this reasoning. 

 
First, FWS did not comply with its own regulations in deciding that green lineage cutthroat 

trout is no longer protected under the ESA. FWS may “delete a species or critical habitat, change the 
listed status of a species, revise the boundary of an area designated as critical habitat, or adopt or 
modify special rules . . . applied to a threatened species only in accordance with the procedures of 
this part.” 50 C.F.R. § 424.10. FWS has not complied with its own regulations in deciding to no 
longer treat the Green Lineage cutthroat as threatened. See, e.g., 50 C.F.R. §§ 424.10, 424.16 
(requiring, inter alia, public notice in the Federal Register). 
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Second, the Forest Service’s biological assessment identifies greenback cutthroat trout and 
its suitable habitat as known or suspected to be present in the action area. FWS has never delisted 
greenback cutthroat trout under the ESA. Because greenback cutthroat trout is currently listed as 
threatened under the ESA, and protected wherever it is found, 43 Fed. Reg. 16,343, FWS should 
have consulted with the Forest Service regarding effects from the geotechnical investigations. 16 
U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1). Yet FWS did not even consider whether there might be effects to greenback 
cutthroat trout, relying on the Forest Service’s and its own faulty assumptions about the legal status 
of the species. FWS failed to consider the best scientific and commercial data available including but 
not limited to the current legal status of greenback cutthroat trout, failed to analyze or consider 
impacts that will result from the geotechnical investigations that will result, and the facts found do 
not rationally support the Forest Service’s or FWS’s conclusion regarding greenback cutthroat trout. 
For these reasons, FWS violated the ESA and its actions are arbitrary and capricious under the APA, 
5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). 
 

FWS failed to consult with the Forest Service regarding the geotechnical investigation’s 
effects on greenback cutthroat trout, ignored best available science, failed to consider relevant 
factors in violation of the ESA, and failed to provide a rational concurrence regarding the Forest 
Service’s “no effect” determination. 16 U.S.C. § 1536. This is arbitrary and capricious under the 
APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A), and is a significant violation of the ESA. 
 
D. The Forest Service’s determination that the Whitney Creek Geotechnical 

Investigation “May Affect But is Not Likely to Adversely Affect” Canada lynx and 
lynx habitat is arbitrary and capricious. 

 
The Forest Service’s biological assessment states that as a special use permit, this project falls 

within Screen 4 Special Use Permits of the Project Decision Screens from the 2014 Programmatic 
Consultation Agreement Between U.S. Forest Service and FWS for the Southern Rockies Lynx 
Project Screens. See BA at 1. But the Forest Service notes the project does not qualify for the Project 
Decision Screens and is thus Outside Blanket Concurrence Criteria because habitat manipulation is 
proposed. Id. Therefore, the project must undergo separate traditional Section 7 ESA consultation. 
Id. The Forest Service also states that this biological assessment tiers to the 2008 supplemental 
biological assessment of the SRLA, and the 2008 environmental impact statement (“EIS”) and 
record of decision for the SRLA Management Direction. Id. The Forest Service determined the 
Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation “May Affect, But Not Likely to Adversely Affect” 
Canada lynx and its habitat because the project activities are located “in areas not identified as 
important lynx habitat; the short-term temporary nature of the proposed action; . . . the negligible 
impact on habitat; and the ongoing human disturbance near the project area due to recreation and 
vehicular traffic,” among other factors. BA at 23. 
 

The Forest Service lacks a rational basis for its determination. As just one example, as noted 
above the Forest Service concluded the proposed action aligns with the 2002 White River Forest 
Plan components but provides no rational basis for these conclusions. Specific to Canada lynx, the 
biological assessment lists various plan components including Objective 01 [ALL] to “[m]aintain or 
restore lynx habitat connectivity in and between Lynx Analysis Units (LAUs) and in linkage areas”; 
and Objective HU O5 to “[m]anage human activities, such as special uses, mineral and oil and gas 
exploration and development, and placement of utility transmission corridors, to reduce impacts on 
lynx and lynx habitat.” See BA at 22. The Forest Service’s single-sentence “[r]ationale” for each plan 
component fails to explain how the geotechnical survey activities could be considered consistent 
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with the list of forest plan components given that the project activities will occur within the Holy 
Cross LAU and lynx are known to occur in the project area. See BA at 22, Table 7. 

 
In particular, the Forest Service fails to explain how the geotechnical investigation activities 

are consistent with the forest plan components, including but not limited to: seismic survey to test 
the proposed dam alignments; drilling 10 borings along four exploratory dam alignments over the 
course of six weeks with the use of a drill rig, utility terrain vehicle, and skid steer—including driving 
through Homestake Creek and water removal from Homestake Creek for the rotary drilling; and 
maintenance or creation of access routes with a bulldozer or excavator. See BA at 4-6. And there is 
no discussion or explanation for how the dam in this location will be consistent with the plan 
components. The lack of explanation is especially concerning given the FWS’s own best available 
scientific and commercial information available showing that habitat loss and fragmentation and 
primary threats to Canada lynx, with backcountry roads and trails as a second-tier threat. 

 
The Forest Service’s “not likely to adversely affect” determination has no rational basis, 

ignores best available science, fails to comply with ESA requirements in numerous respects, and is 
arbitrary and capricious. As noted above, the Forest Service relies on an inaccurate description of 
the proposed action and therefore fails to consider or analyze direct, indirect, and cumulative effects 
of the action to Canada lynx and lynx habitat. In turn, the Forest Service fails to analyze, consider, or 
explain relevant factors and key aspects that will result from the proposal. For these reasons, the 
Forest Service’s determination that the Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation “May Affect But 
is Not Likely to Adversely Affect” Canada lynx or lynx habitat violates the ESA and is unsupported, 
arbitrary, and capricious. 
 

The Forest Service violated the ESA in preparing the September 2020 biological assessment 
for Canada lynx and lynx habitat, and the biological assessment is arbitrary, capricious, and contrary 
to the ESA. 16 U.S.C. § 1536; 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). Thus, the Forest Service’s determination that the 
Whitney Creek Geotechnical Investigation “May Affect But is Not Likely to Adversely Affect” 
Canada lynx or lynx habitat is unsupported, arbitrary, and capricious. The Forest Service also 
unreasonably relied on an inadequate or lack of written concurrence from FWS in violation of the 
ESA (see below). These are significant violations of the ESA. 
 
E. Inadequate or lack of written concurrence from FWS. 
 

FWS failed to provide adequate written concurrence in response to the Forest Service’s 
“May Affect But Not Likely to Adversely Affect” determination for Canada lynx and its habitat. 
Under FWS’s regulations, “[i]f during informal consultation it is determined by the Federal agency, 
with the written concurrence of the Service, that the action is not likely to adversely affect listed 
species or critical habitat, the consultation process is terminated, and no further action is necessary.” 
50 C.F.R. § 402.13(a). Here, in response to the Forest Service’s determination that the geotechnical 
investigation is not likely to adversely affect lynx or its habitat, FWS provided a stamp on the cover 
letter of the biological assessment with an “x” next to the statement of, “CONCUR NOT LIKELY 
TO ADVERSELY AFFECT.” See Exhibit 2 at 1. FWS may concur with the Forest Service’s “not 
likely to adversely affect” determination only if all of the reasonably expected effects of the 
proposed action will be beneficial, insignificant, or discountable. See, e.g., FWS ESA Handbook 
(1998). Here, FWS did not provide any account of the basis for evaluating the likely effects of the 
action.  
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FWS violated the ESA by providing an inadequate written concurrence on the Forest 
Service’s determination that the geotechnical investigation “May Affect But is Not Likely to 
Adversely Affect” Canada lynx or lynx habitat. 16 U.S.C. § 1536. The FWS’s stamp, without an 
explanation, is arbitrary, capricious, and not in accordance with the law. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). This is 
a significant violation of the ESA. 
 
F. In the alternative, FWS’s concurrence with the Forest Service’s “May Affect, But Not 

Likely to Adversely Affect” determination for Canada lynx and lynx habitat is 
arbitrary and capricious. 

 
Even assuming the FWS’s stamp is sufficient to constitute a written concurrence, that 

concurrence is arbitrary and capricious because FWS provides no explanation or rationale for the 
concurrence. As just one example, FWS appears to adopt the same flawed analysis from the Forest 
Service that improperly relies on flawed assumptions about the proposed action. Without a rationale, 
there is no basis for the agency’s conclusion. 

 
FWS violated the ESA in concurring with the Forest Service’s determination that the project 

“May Affect But is Not Likely to Adversely Affect” because it failed to consider relevant and key 
factors, failed to consider the best scientific and commercial information available, failed to provide 
any explanation for its conclusion, and its conclusion is not rationally related to the facts in the 
record. 16 U.S.C. § 1536. This is a significant violation of the ESA. It is also arbitrary, capricious, 
and not in accordance with the law. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 
The Forest Service is in violation of Section 7(d) of the ESA by authorizing the Whitney 

Creek Geotechnical Investigation before adequate and lawful consultation is complete. Such actions 
constitute an “irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources.” See 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d). 

 
WildEarth Guardians will initiate litigation over the federal agencies’ ESA violations unless 

the Forest Service prepares a new biological assessment to fully analyze whether the Whitney Creek 
Geotechnical Investigation—including direct and indirect effects as well as effects from interrelated 
actions—is likely to adversely affect greenback cutthroat trout and Canada lynx, FWS prepares a 
new response to that biological assessment that is consistent with the ESA, and the federal agencies 
prevent any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources from occurring until a new 
analysis is completed. 
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For the above stated reasons, the Forest Service and FWS have violated and remain in 
ongoing violation of the ESA. The 60-day notice requirement is intended to provide you an 
opportunity to correct the actions that are in violation of the ESA.  

 
 
       Sincerely, 

 
 
        Jen Pelz 
        WildEarth Guardians 
 
The name and address of organizations giving notice of intent to sue under the ESA: 
 
WildEarth Guardians 
3798 Marshall St., Suite 8 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 
Tel: (303) 884-2702 
 
Colorado Headwaters 
6573 Ridge Road 
Salida CO 81201 
Tel: (719) 221-3307 
 
Holy Cross Wilderness Defense Fund 
1130 Alpine Avenue 
Boulder, CO 80304 
Tel: (303) 447-1361 
 
Save the Colorado 
PO Box 1066 
Fort Collins, CO 80522 
Tel: (970) 218-8310 
 
Colorado Chapter, Sierra Club 
1536 Wynkoop St. #200 
Denver, CO 80202 
Tel: (303) 861-8819 
 
Wilderness Workshop 
P.O. Box 1442 
Carbondale, CO 81623 
Tel: (970) 963-3977 
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cc: Merrick Garland, U.S. Attorney General 
 

 
EXHIBITS 

 
Exhibit 1: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Colorado Field Supervisor Drue L. DeBerry, 5-Year 
Review Short Form (Oct. 12, 2018). 
 
Exhibit 2: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Homestake Water Project Partners Whitney Reservoir 
Geotechnical Investigation Project Biological Assessment, Eagle-Holy Cross Ranger District, White 
River National Forest (Sept. 2020). 
 
Exhibit 3: Case No. 1:18-cv-03258-MSK, ECF No. 37-1 (April 17, 2020 Letter from FWS to the 
Army Corps of Engineers and Federal Energy Regulatory Committee, USACE Moffat Project 2020-
F-0086 regarding Green Lineage Cutthroat Trout, TAILS: 06E24000-2020-F-0086). 


